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Dense branched growth of (SCN)„and ion transport
in the poly(ethyleneoxide) NH4SCN polymer electrolyte
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Poly(ethyleneoxide) complexed with NH4SCN {NH4SCN wt. % varying from 0 to 20% corresponding
to [NH4 ]/[ethyleneoxide] 0 to 0.146) have been studied as a possible ion conducting polymer. Good
quality films could be obtained only for low salt concentration (NH4SCN wt. %%uo =0—5 %or
[NH4 ]/[ethyleneoxide] is 0 to 0.031), on which detailed ion transport studies have been carried out.
These studies showed that H+ as well as SCN ions are mobile. However, films were rubbery (partly
liquidus) for higher salt concentration. It is shown that SCN aggregation plays a dominant role. Spe-
cial conditions were created to obtain dense branched structure of the size 5—10 mm of (SCN) in the
PEO:NH4SCN film for 20 wt. % NH4 SCN.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ion conducting polymers (or polymer electrolytes) have
recently attracted great attention for their vast applica-
tions in the development of solid-state ionics (for reviews
see Refs. 1 —9). One of the important classes of polymer
electrolytes is "polymer-salt complexes" in which some
polar polymers [like polyethylene oxide (PEO), polypro-
pylene oxide (PPO), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), etc.] are
doped with alkali-metal salts, ammonium salts, silver
salts, acids, etc., to develop alkali, silver, copper, H+,
etc. , ion conducting polymers. A systematic effort to de-
velop proton conducting polymer electrolytes has been
undertaken in our laboratory, by doping different poly-
mers like PEO, ' PESc," etc. , with different ammonium
salts viz. , NH4C10„, NH4HSO4, (NH4)zSO4, NH41, etc.
In most polymer electrolytes the anions as well as cations
are found to be mobile. It is in this context that Chandra
and Chandra' ' have recently considered polymer elec-
trolytes as natural framework for growth of large size
fractals due to random walk of free anions (or cations)
and they successfully grew 2—3-cm large iodine fractals
in a PEO:NH4I polymer electrolyte matrix, in which the
mobile I aggregates. This study led us to take another
ion conducting polymer electrolyte PEO:NH4SCN for
growing ramified structures because in this material H+
as well as SCN are the mobile ionic species, ' out of
which SCN is known to form multiplets like (SCN)2,
(SCN)3, (SCN)4, . . . , (SCN)

There are some preliminary reports on the ion trans-
port properties of the PEO:NH4SCN system. ' ' Doping
PEO with a higher concentration of NH4SCN is prob-
lematic since the resulting complexes turned out to be
partly liquidus or gluelike and mechanically unstable.
This paper reports detailed ion transport studies for a
PEO:NH4SCN complex (with low salt concentration, i.e.,
[NH&+ ]/[EO] (0.031 ), for which mechanically stable
films could be obtained, and growth of (SCN), aggregates
in the film with higher NH4SCN content (i.e., [NH4+]/
[EO])0.103). It appears that (SCN)„aggregates are

possibly responsible for the problems in the solution cast-
ing of the PEO:NH~SCN films for higher salt concentra-
tion.

It may be noted that the present study of ramified pat-
tern growth in PEO:NH4SCN polymer electrolytes under
special conditions closely follow our earlier studies' ' on
iodine fractal growth in PEO:NH4I polymer electrolytes.
The method is primarily electroless aggregation. Many
earlier efforts to experimentally study the growth of frac-
tals and dense branched morphology has been by electro-
depositions. ' ' Dense branched morphologies have
also been noted during electrochemical polymerization.
Further, there are some reports of metallic fractal
growth-deposition using an electroless technique. Okubo
et al. and Mogi et al. " have succeeded in growing
DI.A-like structures of many metal (M =Ag, Pb, Au) ag-
gregates by taking an aqueous solution of the metal (M)
salt and choosing an appropriate metal (M' =Cu, Zn, Pb)
strip seed. These types of metallic depositions were the
result of simple redox reactions, because of the difference
between redox potentials of M/M„„,„andM'/M, '„;,„.
The aggregation behavior (or growth patterns) of the
redox reaction products has been found to be efFected by
external stimuli which was a magnetic field for the stud-
ies carried out by Okubo et al. and Mogi et al.

II. EXPERIMENT

Films of PEO:NH4SCN polymer-salt complexes were
prepared by a solution cast technique. Weighed amounts
of PEO and NH4SCN were taken in different
stoichiometric ratios and dissolved in distilled methanol.
After 5 h of stirring, the solutions were poured in Petri
dishes and left for slow drying. After nearly 10 days of
drying, good quality films up to [NH4 ]/[EO] (0.031
have been found on which electrical conductivity mea-
surements were possible; for [NH4 ]/[EO] =0.031
—0. 103, the gluelike films could be obtained but handling
for conductivity studies was difficult; for [NH4+]/[EO]
&0.103 the complex did not dry even in a month and
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ion

To get detailed and separate information about cation-
ic and anionic transference numbers and the respective
charge-carrying species, Coulometric investigation has
been carried out. The details of the experiment are given
elsewhere. In brief, a constant current (=25 pA) was
passed through the Hg/PEO+NH„SCN/Hg cell and the
volumes of the gases evolved on each side (i.e., on the
cathode and anode sides) are monitored as function of to-
tal charge passing through the cell. Respective transfer-
ence numbers have been calculated using the relation

2X6.023X10 X1.6X10 V,
22 400 X Q

(2)

where V is the volume of the gas (at NTP) evolved on
respective electrode and Q is the total charge passed
through the cell.

The electrical conductivity of the complexes of
different compositions at room temperature and in the
temperature range 25 —120'C have been studied using
complex admittance-impedance plots taken with the help
of a computer- (HP 9122) controlled Schlumberger
Solartron frequency response analyzer (1250) coupled
with a Solartron electrochemical interface (1286).

III. PEO:NH4SCN SYSTEM
WITH LOW SALT CONCENTRATION

([NHg+]/[EO] 0.031)

remained liquidus. To force the drying of the complexes
with [NH4+]/[EO])0. 103, these films were kept for
—12 h in a vacuum system which could pump up to
=10 Torr in normal conditions. The complexes did
not dry enough even then. Some interesting aggregation
phenomenon were seen during pumping and also after-
wards when the Petri dishes containing the complexes
were stored in a desiccator. Optical micrographs of the
aggregating structure have been taken using a LEITZ
(CITOVAL 2) optical microscope.

The infrared spectral studies of pure PEO, pure
NH4SCN, and complexes of different compositions have
been carried out using a Perkin Elmer IR spectrophotom-
eter (model 883). Aggregate forming species has also
been identified using IR spectral data. The total ionic
transference number has been studied by the polarization
method. For this, a constant dc voltage was applied
across the Pt/PEO+NH4SCN/Pt cell and current tlow-

ing through the cell was monitored as a function of time.
The initial and final values of current, i.e., i, and if, re-
spectively, were used to calculate the ionic transference
number (t; „)as
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FIG. 1. Infrared spectra of pure PEO, NH4SCN, and com-
plexed materials of diFerent [NH4+]/[EO] ratios: (a) pure PEO,
(b) 0.0059, (c) 0.0119, (d) 0.0307, (e) pure NH4SCN.

o =croexp( —E, /kT), (3)

in the complexed materials are (i) N-H stretching of
NH& (at 3149 cm ') is shifted to 3200 cm ', and (ii) v4

bending mode of NH3 (at 1627.5 cm ') is shifted to 1640
cm . These shifts in the position of N-H related peaks
shows that NH4SCN is getting complexed with PEO.

Bulk electrical conductivity of pure PEO and corn-
plexed materials have been evaluated using complex im-
pedance plots. Figure 2 shows the bulk conductivity as a
function of [NH~+ ]/[EO] ratio. Conductivity is found to
increase with increasing salt concentration. This may be
attributed to the increased number of charge carriers and
also to the increased amorphicity of the system with in-
creasing salt concentration. The percentage of crytallini-
ty as determined by the DTA/DSC measurement" is
given in Table I which clearly shows that crystallinity de-
creases (and hence amorphicity increases) with increase
in salt concentration.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of conduc-
tivity in the temperature range 25' —120'C. The sudden
change in conductivity at -70'C may be attributed to
the crystalline to amorphous phase transition as indicated
by DTA. " The incr vs 1/T plots are Arrhenius both be-
fore and after the phase transition:

Figure 1 shows the IR spectra of pure PEO, pure
NH4SCN, and complexed PEO of different compositions.
It is known that in PEO salt complexes, it is the cation
which gets attached to the ether oxygen of the polymer
chain. ' In the present case, it is NH4+ which would
loosely bound with the ether oxygen in case of complexa-
tion. The significant changes seen in N-H related peaks

where E, is activation energy and cro is a preexponential
factor. Values of E, and o.

o calculated, using data from
Fig. 3, are shown in Table I. It may be noted that activa-
tion energies are lower for the amorphous region (i.e.,
above T ) as compared to that of the semicrystalline re-
gion (i.e., below T ) because of the possible ease with
which the ions can move in the amorphous phase.
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TABLE I. The values of % crystallinity and Arrhenius conductivity parameters for different
PEO:NH4 SCN films.

[NH4 ]/[EO]
ratio % crystallinity

Before Tm
Ea (eV) o 0 (S cm ')

After Tm
Ea (eV) o 0 (S cm ')

0.0059
0.0119
0.018
0.0243
0.0307

83
80
69
69
52

0.85
0.83

0.59

2.9 X 10
3.7X 10

4.2X 10

0.30
0.37

0.36

31
49

2.7X 10

The above bulk conductivities are principally ionic can
be shown by Wagner's polarization experiment which
essentially determines the total t;,„.The cell geometry
used was Pt/PEO:NH4SCN/Pt. Figure 4 shows the
current vs time plot under dc polarization. The t;,„cal-
culated using Eq. (1) is found to be =0.99. This result
shows that the PEO:NH4SCN complexes are ionic con-
ductors. For determining the cationic and anionic
transference numbers separately, coulometric investiga-
tion has been carried out. Figure 5 shows the volume of
gas evolved at the cathode (due to cation mobility) as a
function of total charge Qowing through the cell. The
value of t;,„calc ul ated from the plot, using Eq. (2), is
found to be =0.81. The gas is tested by gas chromatog-
raphy and is found to be Hz showing that H+ is the cat-
ion taking part in the electrical transport. The anion
contribution (due to possible motion of SCN ) to the to-
tal ionic transference number can be had from the
knowledge of total t;,n and t„„,„:

anion t ion cation

t,„;,n thus evaluated comes out to be =0.18. This is a
substantial anionic transference number.

IV. PEO:NH4SCN SYSTEM
WITH HIGHER SALT CONCENTRATION

([NH4 ]/[EO] &0.103)

As pointed out earlier, the complexes of [NH~+]/
[EO]~ 0.031 did not dry even in high vacuum. The films
always remained gluelike. But the vacuum drying has in-
itiated the aggregation phenomenon and circular aggre-
gates have been found grown in these complexes. A pho-
tograph of a full Petridish with so-grown aggregates is
shown in Fig. 6(a). A simple hypothesis can be proposed
at this stage that some tiny droplets of "nonvolatile
liquid" are trapped in the polymer matrix. The force ap-
plied by the sucking action during vacuum drying tries to
pull "the droplets" upwards which were embedded
within the polymer matrix. This process results in a cir-
cular nucleation with a little bit thicker center tip, as
shown in Fig. 6(b). The growth of these circular nu-
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FIG. 2. Composition i [NH~+]/[EO]) dependence of conduc-
tivity of PEO:NH4SCN complexes.
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FICx. 3. Conductivity vs 1/T plots for PEO:NH4SCN films of
different compositions.
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FIG. 4. Wagner's polarization (current vs time) plot at
V=0.5 V for a complex having [NH4+]/[EO]=0. 031.

cleates was monitored with time under a polarizing mi-
croscope. After a few days, these aggregates showed
ramified growth resulting in dense branched morphology.
These ramified structures are embedded in the polymer
film with its center tips thicker (but less than the film
thickness) in comparison to other parts of the aggregates.

We noted that the growing dense branched patterns
are packed too closely when too many aggregates were
initially present [as shown in Fig. 6(a)]. Therefore, for
obtaining a well-separated dense branched morphology,
pumping was stopped just when one or two aggregating
centers visually "appear" to have grown. Afterwards,
these complexes were left in a desiccator and the growth
was monitored. The pattern seen after 2 weeks of storage
in the desiccator is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows
the magnified views of the aggregates. Simple logic
and IR spectral studies helped us to identify the
aggregate-forming species. In the polymer electrolyte
PEO:NH&SCN both the cation (H+) and anion (SCN )

are mobile. The aggregating H+ (if any) would result in
H2 gas and hence the visible aggregates due to H+ can be

FIG. 6. (a) A typical photograph of a Petridish (diameter
=7.5 cm) containing a complex with [NH4+]/[EO]=0. 146
after vacuum drying. (b) Micrograph of a circular nucleation
center obtained in the complex with [NH4+ ] /[EO] =0. 146
(mag. = 1.25) after vacuum drying.

ruled out. However, SCN is able to make multiplets as
(SCN)„(SCN)„.. . , (SCN), (Ref. 15) and may bethe
probable species forming the aggregates. To confirm this
we carried out IR measurements of materials taken from
two portions of the films where (a) no aggregation had
taken place and (b) aggregation had taken place. Figure
9 shows the IR spectra of pure PEO, pure NH4SCN, and
the two different portions of the complex. A new peak at
620 cm ' is present in the spectra of the (b) portion of
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FIG. S. Volume of the gas evolved on the cathode side as a
function of total charge passing through the H /
PEO:NH4SCN/Hg cell.

g FIG. 7. Aggregate grown in a Petridish {diameter of Petri
dish=7. 5 cm) in a complex having [NHq ]/[EO] =0.146.
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FIG. 9. Infrared spectra of (a) pure PEG, (b) the portion of
complex where no aggregation has taken place, (c) the portion
of the same complex where aggregation has taken place, and (d)
pure NH4SCN.

dispersed A1203) system. We expect the introduction of
electronic conduction, also, after the aggregation because
of the presence of (SCN), .

V. CONCLUSION

(c)
FIG. 8. Magnified optical micrograph of one of the aggre-

gates shown in Fig. 7, (a) full aggregate (mag. =3.2}, (b) and (c)
branches (mag. =6.2).

the complex. This new peak may be attributed to C-S
stretching of the thiocyanogen. Hence, we can say that
the aggregates are formed by the multiplets of SCN
The determination of exact multiplet of SCN, which is
forming the aggregate, is not possible.

Transport studies in these complexes were not possible
because of the mechanical problem (initially complex
remains liquidus and films are not formed and after ag-
gregation the films crumble). However, it is expected
that grain boundary conduction will be introduced after
aggregation, as it was confirmed by Chandra and Chan-
dra' in the case of fractal growth in a PEO:NH~I (with

PEO:NH4SCN complexes are basically proton con-
ductors (t + ——0.81) with a small anion conductionH+
(r =0.18). Mechanically stable films could be ob-

SCN
tained only up to [NH~ ]/[EO] =0.031. Above thjs con-
centration the films could be prepared but were not
mechanically strong enough for use. The complexes hav-

ing [NH~+]/[EO] )0. 103 remain liquidus and on pump-

ing and subsequent storage in the desiccator, we have ob-
served the interesting phenomenon of dense branching
aggregation. The results indicate that the formation of
initial aggregating multiplet of (SCN)z, which is a liquid
at room temperature, may be responsible for the problem
related with the nondrying of the complexes of
PEQ:NH4SCN with high [NH4+ ]/[EQ] ratios.
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